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Abstract. The left simple polynomials over free process algebras are either semilinear or nonlinear. 
The semilinear left simple polynomials are subdivided further into the classes of S-semilinear, 
r-semilinear, {r, S}-semilinear and A-semilinear, depending upon the right multipliers of the 
variable ?I’. The linear polynomials considered in Part I are a special case of r-semilinear 
polynomials. For S-semilinear polynomials p(x), p5(x) = ph(x). For the special case of { 7, S}- 
semilinear polynomials in which the right multipliers lie in P(g), ph( x) = p’(x). The solutions to 
x = p(x) for A-semilinear polynomials are completely characterized. As is demonstrated, the 
remaining semilinear cases remain unsettled. Necessary conditions for the solutions to _Y = p(x) 
for nonlinear left simple polynomials are given. In addition, for a certain subclass of the nonlinear 
polynomials, sufkient conditions are given. This paper depends upon Part I (Benson and Tiuryn, 
1989). 
points d semilinear polynomials 
Recall from Definition 2.9 of Part I [l], that a polynomial is semilinear if it is 
left simple an S ?W right multipliers of the polynomial, those 9(x) such that x9(x) s 
p(x), are constant polynomials, that is, elements of P. For example, p(x) = T( 7 + xaS) 
with a E A is a semilinear polynomial. 
efinition .I. ‘1 “E set of S-constants is l% = { p.S 1 p E P}. The set of T-constants is 
c={PwlP( J x is a nonconstant linear polynomial with C(p(x)) E PS}. The set 
of (7, S)-constants is Crqs = C, v PS. 
o&ion 2. Ch and PS are ideals of the distributive lattice P closed under 
multiplication. C, is closed under addition and multiplication. 
roof. If p.S E PS and 9.6 E PS then p.S + 9.S = (pi- . Similarb, 9 s p.S 
. As S is a left zero, 
) E CT, then p(x) + 9(x 
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C(p(x)+q(x))~ I% and thus p(T)+q(T)E C,. Again, 
Observe that p(T).q(T)=p(Tq(T)) and that p(Tq(x)) is a 
nomial with constants in PS. l[f p(r) E CT and 9.8 E Pa, the 
suppo:<e P(V), U(T) E C,. 
nonconstant hnear poly- 
constams of the noncon- 
stant linear polynomial p(.s)+ q.6 are C( p(X) + q.6) = C(p(x)) u {q.S} C_ i7S. In this 
way CT.& = CT u PS is closed under addition. The closure of C$ under multiplica:ion 
follows from noting that, for P(T) E CT and q.8 E pa, p(T).46 =p(Tq6), and that 
p(xqS) is a nonconstant linear polysromi21 with constants in PS If P(T) E CT, then 
each q So is either in PS or in CT. Therefore CT,8 is an ideal of the distributive 
lattice P. Cl 
We classify the semilinear polynomials according to the structure of the right 
multipliers of the polynomial. 
3. For each semiline po!ynomial p(x), we say that p(x) is S-semihear 
) z Pa, T-sendinear if RM( p(x)) c C,, {T, a)-semihear if RM( P(X)) c 
CTefi and A-semilinear if p(x) is not { 7, S)-semilinear. 
Here are examples of each class, where a, 6 E A: 
T( T~S + Txa6) + x&3 is a S-semilinear polynomial; 
TX( T + as) + x( T + bS) is a T-semilinear polynomial which is not S-semilineal.; 
x( T -I- as) + xbS is a (T, S}-semilinear polynomial which is not T-semilinear; 
,s_Y(l+ Q + _hS) is an _4-semi!irke2r po!yn_om_ia! wh_i& is n_ot (7, S)-vmilinw3r Y__________-_- 
The main technique in this paper for finding fixed points of equations is to 
iteratively find powers of the polynomial until p”( Y) = P”+‘(X) for some n. The 
following theorem shows that f-c *h til L e T-semilinear polynomials there is no a priori 
btiund on the number of iterations. The theorem uses the following regularity result. 
em .4. For all t,, t2E CT, t,.tz.t, = T.t,.t?. 
From the structure of linear polynomials we see that for r’ E C, either C E Tc7 
or I E c,+ c&. By structural induction on those t3 s tl such that t, E CT, we will 
show that t3.t2.t, = T&t, from which the conclusion follows. If t3 = 7, then t&t: = 
7. t,.t,. If t3 = zt4 for some t7$ E C,, we apply induction via 
f3JZ*f, = T.t,&.t, = T.T.t?.t, (as t,c t,) 
= T&t,. 
If t3 = ta+ t5 for t4, ts E CT, then 
tj. tpt, = t+tpt, + t&t, = T.t2.t,+T.t2.t, = T&t,. 
If t3= tq+-d for t,E CT9 do PS, 
tptpt, = t+t*.t, + = T..y, f 
< 4:&J,). 0 
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. There is no uniform bound on the number of distinct iterations of 
7=semilinear polynomials. 
m8f. Let a,,..., arl, be tk distinct constants in A. The polynomial 
p(x)=x(T-tLz,S)+* l *+X(7-+@) 
is T-semilinear. An application of the previous lemma shows that p”(x) = pk+l(x). 
On the other hand, as ai # ei for i # j, 16 i9 j s k, it follows that p’(x) z p(x) for 
i#j, Isi, jsk. 0 
We currently do not know whether every r-semilinear polynomial iteratively 
converges. 
Since we are working in the free process algebra P = P(A), we have a complete 
characterization of the fixed points of equations involving A-semilinear polynomials. 
4.6. An A-semilinear polynomial p(x) has a fixed point if and only if 
C(p(x)) c PS. In this case the set ofjixed points of the equation x = p(x) is 
Fp(p)=(p’(s.S)ls~ 3). 
roof. Let p(x) be an A-semilinear polynomial. For some YE RM( p(x)), rrZ C,,+ 
Let d he a fixec! poiIIt t‘nr p(x), d = p(d), We assume that some CE C(p(x)) is not 
a S-constant, CB PS, to derive a contradiction. Consider the sequence of elements 
r2 = c.r, r n+l = r,,.r, n Z2. 
As r ti CT,* and c EY P5, the set of lengths (length( r,J 1 n 2 2) is unbounded. (The 
function len;t!? bras defined in Section I 01 Part I.) On the other hand, substitution 
shows that r,$p”(x) for nz2. As d=p(d), d=p”(d) forall na2, ;tnci so r+d 
fer all n 2 2. Then it follo:Js that length( r,,) < length(d) for all n 2 2, but as d E P 
and P is the free process algebra, length(d) is finite. 
Now assume p(x) is an A-semilinear polynomial and G( p(x)) G PS. Let q(x) be 
a linear polynomial obtained by replacing every right multiplier of p(x) by T. As 
the constants of p(x) are S-constants, p(x.6) = q(xS). Let s be any fixed poimt of 
q(x), s=q(s). W e h ave s.6 = q(s).6 = q(s.6) = p(s.3). Further, from C(p(x)) E PS 
we see that p”(xS) = q”( x6) for all n 2 1, so we apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain 
p7x.S) = q3(xS) = q”(x).8 = q’(x).S = qZ(x.S) = p’(x.S) 
and thus for each s E P, p’(s.S) is a fixed point. Fro 
are the only fixed points. I3 
as gone before these 
The S-semilinear polynomials possess fixe 
substitution. The next sequence of le 
8%semilinear, p’(x) = p”(x). 
iterative 
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Let p(x) be a S-semilinear polynomial such that the constants of p( X) are 
S-constailts and for some rl , . . . , r,, E RM(p(x)), c E C( p(x)), 
69 r(xrl + 9 l -+xr,,-+c)Sp(x). 
Then p’(x) = ?=p(x). 
roof. With the assumptions stated, r( p(x).rl + l l l +p(x).r,, + c) s p’(x) and as 
p(x) is &semilinear with only S-constants, we have p(x).r, = p(x) for 1 G is n. Then 
~(p(x)+c)=zp(Xj~p’(x). 
The proof that F’(X) s zp(x) is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. We will show 
that q(x) 6 p’(x) implies q(x) s zp(x) by induction. If q(x) E C( p’(x)), then as all 
constants are S-constants, q(x) E C( p(x)) so q(x)< zp(x). If for some rE 
RM( p’(x)), q(x) = x.r, then by S-semilinearity r E RM( p(x)) and q( uj s zp(x). 
Now suppose q(x) = ZS(X) for some polynomial s(x). If q(x)sp[x), then q(x) s 
zp(x). Otherwise, for some nonconstant t(x) s p(x), s(x) = t( p(x)). If for some 
Yl, ’ l l 9 r,, E RM(p(x)) and CE C( p(x)), T(xr, + l l 9 f xr,, + c) 6 t(x), it follows that 
T( p(x).r, + l l e +p(x).r, + c)~ s(x) and from the first paragraph of the proof we 
have zp(x) s s(x). Since s(x) s zs( x) s p’(x), it follows from the iaduction 
hypothesis that s(x)< zp(x). Thus we have s(x) = ~.p(x) and q(x) = zp(x). As t(x) 
is nonconstant, the remaining case is that t(x) = xr, + l l - +xr,, + c for some 
YI,*.*, r,,E RM(p(x)), CE C(p(x)). But then s(x)=p(x).r,+* l 
p(xj, ar?ci agak! = zp(xj. 
As last step the induction recall that sum is least upper bound 
the summands so for i=1,2 
7.p(x). cl 
3. If p(x) is a S-semilinearpol~womial with all constants being S-constants, 
then p’(x) = p’(x). 
roof. If p(x) satisfies the additional condition (*) of the lemma, then p-‘(x) = 
q’(x) = zp(x) = p?(x). Otherwise, for some c, r, , . . r,, E p(x) = 
+ ’ l ’ +xr,, + c then p’(x) p(x). D 
. Let p(x) be a S-semilinear polynomial. For any r, , rz E RM( p(x)), 
p’(x j.r, = p3(x).::, . 
Let pJ x) be the polynomial obtained from p(x) by replacing every constant 
in C( p(x)) by 6. We show that for every rE RM( p), pj(x).r -=vpA(p’(x)) 
m which the statement of the lemma follows. Consider any constant c of p(x). 
claim that for every nonconstant semilinear polynomial t(x), and for every 
), 
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To show this claim, let us observe that 
c.r =G p(x).r s p’(x). 
Let rk RM( t(x)). Since PC P’s, it fo!!ows that 
c.r G y2(x).r’a t( p’(x)). 
Multiplying once more by r, the claim is obtained. It follows from the claim that if 
q(x) is a polynomial obtained from p(x) by replacing c in p(x) by 8, then $(x).r = 
q( p’(x)).r, for every Y E RM( p). Hence after finite number of steps we obtain 
P3(X)J = Pli( PW) .r for ali YE RM( p). 
Since ~~fi has no constants other than S, and RM( p&(x)) G I%, it follows that 
$(x).Y = g,&?(x)) for all YE RM( p). q 
Eemma 4.10. Let p(x), p,(x), p2( x) be S-semilinear polynomials with p,(x) noncon- 
stark:. If 
P(X) = ?p,(x) +p2(x), 
then ftw ecery r E RM( p), 
p4(x).r = 7p3(x).r. 
.I 1. Let p(x) be a S-semilinear polynomial. For every r c RM( p), 
p”(x).r = p4(x).r. 
roof. If P(X) = ~p,(x)+p(x) with p,(x) a nonconstant polynomial, then 
pS(x).r = Tp4(x).r = rp3(x).r = p”(x).r. 
The remaining case is that p(x) = xr, + l l l + xr, + c. As p”(x).r; = p( p.‘(x).r;) = 
p3(x).rir, + l l - Ip3(x).r,,r, + c and the rj are S-constants, p”(x).r; = p’(x).r; -I- c = 
p3(x).rj. The conclusion follows immediately. Cl 
2. For each S-semilinear poly~~omial p(x), p”(x) = p’(x). 
p”(x) = p( p’(x)) = p( p”(x)) (by the previous lemma) 
=p5(x). q 
is 
. For each S-semilinear p~~y~Qrnia1 p(x), t 
points of (7, S}-se 
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We first show that there exist {T, S}-semilinear polynomials for which the powers 
do not converge. This requires but one constant, or action, distinct from the Tlements 
of P(0). We then show that when the right multipliers of the polynomial lie in P(q)) 
the sequence of iterates converges within six steps. 
To begin, let p(x) = T(xaS + xaaS) + ax for constant a e A. Note that the constant 
a is neither T nor 8. Similarly the sequence of constants aa is neither r nor 6. The 
notation is a bit simplified by writing d, = aS and d2 = aaS. The next technical lemma 
is used in the proof that the polynomials p”(x), n 2 0 are all distinct. 
For p(x) = T(xd, +xd2) + TX and all n 3 0, 
(a) p”(x).d, % -rpnlx).d2, 
(b) p”(x).d,a Tp”(x).d,, 
Cd p”(x).4 g 74”(X), 
W qf’W.4 g p"(x).d, , 
k9 Tpn(x).d2 6 p”(x).d*. 
roof (by induction on n). The basis is tz = 0 for which (a)-(e) are 
hJ 
(b,) 
(cd 
(do) 
led 
Recall 
rooted 
a.. t.3 d -v #I 
A.&al F I&U-t, 
x.d2 6 rx.d, , 
x.d, % TX, 
rx.d, s x.d, , 
rx.d2 s x.d2. 
from Section 1 in Part I[ that for processes p, q E P(A), p s q iff there is a 
simulation from a representative of p to a representative of q. As may be 
easily checked, there is no rooted simulation from the left to the right in any of 
!a,+(e,). 
For the induction step assume 
(a,) p”(x).4 g #(xM, 
[b,, > f(.~bL H Tpn(x).d, , 
h) pw ii 6 TP~, 
(dn) ~p’W.4 s p’W.4, 
(e,) rpflix).d+ p”(x).d,. 
First we prove 
(a,,,,) p”“(x).d, g Tp”+‘(x).dz. 
e to the contrary that p”+‘(x).d, < Tpnet’(y).d2. Expanding, 
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As TP”(X).d, =G pn+’ (x).ei, , it fo!lows from transitivity that 
T,dyx).d* s T(T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,)+ TP”(X).d,). 
From Lemmas 1.16, 1.18 and 1.21 of Part I [$79 there are three possibilities: 
(Al) rp”(xj.d, = r(T( p”(x).d, +p”‘(x).d,) + rp”(x).d,), 
(A2) ~p”(xj.d, s rpn (x).d,, 
3) rp’(x).d, s T( p”(xj.d, +p”(xj.d?). 
If (Al) holds, then we have p”(x).d 2 s Tp”(x).d, contradicting (b, j. If (A2) holds, 
P”W.4 c rp’,(x).d, 6 s-pn(x).d2, contradicting (a,,). If (A3j holds, apply Lemmas 
1.16, 1.18 and 1.21 again to obtain the following three possibilities: 
(A2.1) Tp”(x).d, = T( p”(x).d, +p”(xj.d,), 
(A2.2) Tp”(x).d, s p”(x).d,, 
(4X.3) Tp”(x).d, s p”(x).d, a 
From (A2.1 j W~Z obtain p”(x).d? s 7p”(x j.d! $ contradicting (10,‘). The statement 
(A2.2) contradicts (d,, j. From (A2.3) we obtain p”(x).d, s Tp’,(x).d, sp”(x).d,s 
Tpn(x).d2, contradicting (a,,). Since none of (Al)-(A3) is true, (a,,,,) follows. The 
statement (b,,,), p”+’ (x).d, % Tp”(x).d,, follows by an argument symmetrical in _ 
494. 
To prove 
(c,,,) p”+‘(x).d,s Tp”+l(x), 
assume to the contrary that pn+‘(x).dl s up”+‘. Then 
P “’ ‘Cx).d, = T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,)+ Tp”(x).d, 
=G T( T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,) + ~-P”(X)), 
from which we extract 
rpn( _Q.d, s 7( T( p”(x).d, + p”(x).d,) + up”). 
At le;lst one of the following three possibilities must hold: 
(Cl) Tp”(x).d, = T( T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,) + up”), 
(C2) Tp”(x).d, s up”, 
(C3) rp’l(x).dl s T(p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,). 
From (C?) :ve have p”(x).d, s s-p”(x). icting IL,,). From (C2) we 
p”(x).d, c rpn(x).dl s 7pn(x), contradicting (c,,). Noting that (C3) is i 
pletes the proof of (c,,,,). 
Next we prove 
“+yx).d, 6 p”+‘(x)*d, 
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by assuming to the contrary that r~“+~(x).d, c p”i’(x).d,. Expanding, 
+(pnIx).dl +p”(x).dZ)+ Tpn(x)*d,)s r(p”ix).d, 
+ f(x).d,) + .rpn(x).d, . 
From Lemmas 1.16 and 1.22 of Part I, at least one of the following two possibilities 
must hold: 
(Dl) T(T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,)+ Tp”(x).d,)s T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).d,); 
(IX) +(pn(x).dl +p”(x).d,)+ rp”(x).d,)s rp”(x).d,. 
From (Dl) we see that Tp”(x).d, s T( p”(x).d, +p”(x).&), which as (A3) has already 
shown not to be the case. The remaining possibility, (D2), implies pn(xLdz s 
rp”(x).d,, contradicting (b,). Therefore (d,,,,) holds. 
The proof of 
(e,,+ ,) @‘f’(G-b g p”+‘(x).4 
follows from the previous proof by symmetry of d?, d, . •l 
Theorem 5.2. &*a p(x) = T(xd, + xd2) + 7.x the set of polynomials {p”(x) 1 n 2 0) are 
all distinct. 
roof. Clearly p”(x)sp”+‘(x) for all n 20. If for some m < n, p”(x) = p”(x), it 
follows for all k, k 2 m, we have p”(x) =p”(x). Thus if the polynomiais p”(x) are 
not all distinct, for some n we have 
p”(x) = T(p”(x).d, +pn(x).d2)+ Tp”(X). 
But then p”(x).& <p”(x) s 7pn(x) contradicting (c) in the previous lemma. 0 
However, if p(x) is a (T, S}-semilinear polynomial without constants from A 
appearing in the right multipliers of the variable occurrences in p;(x), then p”(x) = 
p’(x). The n ex series of lemmas culminate in the theorem to this effect. Recall that t 
P(0) = {S, T, T& T+ 78, 7(7-i- Ts)}. 
wition 9.3. A left simple polynomial p(x) is said to be t-unique for some f E P(8) 
if for all c E C(p), c.t = c and NM(p) = (t}. 
Every linear polynomial is T-unique. Note that as right multipliers, the only 
elements of P(0) we need to consider are 6, T and T + TS. We have the multiplkation 
table as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
-- 
6 T 76 7+7-C? 7(r+ TS) 
x6 xs _..__I- XS x6 xi? Xi3 XT xi3 XT x6 xtr+ ts) x(7+ 6) X(7-f 76) xi3 x(r+rEi) xc5 x( r+ 7s) x(s+ 48) - - -- ..-- __-_ --- --._ ______~__ 
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For some t E P(0), let p(x) be a t-unique polynomial such that for some 
d E C(p), r(xt + d) s p(x). Then p’(x) = ~.p(x). 
aosf. d = d.t cp(x)-t, SO T(p(x).t+d) = Tp(x).t. But as p(x) is t-unique, Tp(x).t = 
rp(x). Therefore rp(x) s p’(x). That p’(x) s up follows from an argument entirely 
similar to that for Theorem 3.2 of Part I. 0 
Le a 5.5. For sonw t E P(Q)), kt p(x) be a t-unique polynomial. Then p’(x) = p”(x). 
Proof. If for some d E C(p), T(xt + d) c p(x), apply the previous lemma and absorb 
the 7. If no such d occurs, p(x) I= xt + c for some CE P. In this case, as xtt = xt, 
p(x) = p*(x). cl 
Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial such that RM(p)c B(v)) and 
x6 S p(x). Then p’(x).6 = p”(x).& 
Pro& The polynomiaI q(x) = p(x)3 is S-unique by consulting the multiplication 
table. An elementary induction shows that q”(x) = p’*( x).8 for n 2 1. From the 
previous lemma we have p’(x).6 = p”(x).& III 
Corollary 5.7. &et p(x) be a left simple polynomial with RM ( p) E P(0). For everP) 
q(x)sp(x), ifRM(q)c(S}, then q(p’(x))sp-‘(x). 
roof. Observe that if RM( q) = 0, then the conclusion obviously holds. Next note 
that q( p’(x)) “p’(x) for each q(x) <p(x) with NM(q) = {a). Now 
9($(x)) = q( #(x).6) = q(pWs) = q(pzW j. 0 
Lemma 5.8. Lut p(x) be a lef: simp!e poI_vnomial with RM(p) = (6). Then 
p3(x) = p”(x). 
roo 
p”(~!=p(p~(x))=p(p’(x).S)=p(p’(x).S) (by Lemma 5.6) 
= p(p2(x)) = p”(x). cl 
Lemma 5.9. Let p( x) be a kfi simple polynomial with RM ( p) = (7 + 7s). Then p”(x) = 
p”(x). 
The polynomial q(x) = p(x).( T + ~5) is (T+ r&unique. Consul-c the multipli- 
cation table and note that all constants in C(p) may be viewed as instances of XT, 
x6, or x(7+ 6) for some value of x in P Therefore q’(x) = q3(x). Now 
q2(x)=q(q(x))=p(p(x).(7+7S)).(3-+7S) 
-p(p(x)).(T+T~)=p2(x).(7+7s). 
“(x) = p3(x).( ‘p+ 7-S). hus pz(x).(7+7s)=p’(x).(7$~~) a 
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Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial with RM( p) c_ {T, 6). For every 
q(x) s p(x),'if 7(x + r(x)) d q(x) for some r(x) s q(x), then q( p”(x)) = Tp3(x). 
roof (by induction on (A)). There are two ca to the base step. First, suppose 
q(x) = 7x. We direct1 calculate q( p3( x)) = (x). Second, suppose q(x)= 
7(x-k r(x)) with RM(rj = {S}.Then q( p3(x)) = -r(p3(x)+r(p3(x)))butasr(p3(x))S 
p”(x) by Corollary 5.7, p”(x) + r( p’(x)) = p3 ), whence q( p”(x)) = rp3( x). 
Now suppose q(x) = Tr(x) satisfies the hy thesis of Lemma 5.10 but q(x) does 
not belong to either of the base cases. Then r(x) satisfies the induction hypothesis 
and 
q(p”(x)) = w(p3(x)) = T.TP’(X) = 7p3(x). 
The final case is that q(x) = q,(x) + q?(x). Without loss of generality we may 
assume that q,(x) satisfies the induction hypothesis. There are three subcases to 
consider for q?(x): 
(10.1) q,(x) satisfies the induction hypothesis, 
(10.2) iM(q?) c (61, 
(10.3) q2(x)=x+rZ(x) with RM(r,)c{S}. 
If case (10.1) holds, 
d P”(X)) = q1( P”(X)) + qz(p”(x)) = 7p3(x) + 7p3(x) = 7p3(x). 
If case (. 10.2) holds, 
4( P’(X)) = q1( p”(x))+ qJp”(x)) = 7$(x) + qz(p3(x)) 
= Tp’(x) (by Corollary S-7). 
If the final case, (10.3), holds we have 
q( P.‘(x)) = qA p’(x)) + qz(p”(x)) = Tp’(x) +p’(x) + r2( p”(x)) 
= 7p3(x) (by Corollary 5.7). q 
up(x) is a kft simple po/@nomial such that RM(p)r (T, S) and 
Tf-Y+r(x))spiX)for some r(x)sp(x), thenp4(x)=Tp3(X). 
. Apply the previous lemma with q(x) = p(x). Cl 
32. For left simple polynomial p(x) with RM( p) E {S, T}, p”(x) = p”(x). 
. If p(x) satisfies the hypotheses of Corolk), 5.11, then (x)=$J(x))= 
p(~p’(x)) = p( p.‘(x)) =p”(x). Otherwise, p(x) =x+ q(x) with R (q) c (6). In this 
case 
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p(x).(~+&. 
Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial with R (p) s P(g). Let r(x) z 
73en r”(x)=p”(x).(~+rS) for all na 1. 
(by induction on n L The base step, rz = 1, is simply the definition of r(x). 
Assume r”(x) = P”(x).(T+ 75). W’e have 
r”+‘(x)= r(r”(x))=p(p”(x).(T+7S)).(T+TS) 
:= p( p”(x)).(7+ TS) = p”+‘(x).( 7-k 6). 0 
Let p(x) be a left simple pol_vnomial such that RM( p) c {S, 7 + T8) and 
forallc&p),c=c.(~+~S). Thenp4(x)=p”(x). 
roof. Obtain q(x) pk0.m p(x) by replacing every occurrence of x.( T+ ~6) in p(x) 
by x.7 in q(x). Then RM(q) E (6, T}. We have q(x).( d- TS) = p(x) and from Lemma 
5.13 q”(x).( T+ 78) = p”(x) for all n 3 1. The result follows by applying Lemma 5.12 
to q(x). 17 
If p(x) is a left simple pol_vnomial with RM ( p) c_ { 8, 7 + Ta), then 
p(X) =p(X.(T+ Ttj)). 
roof (by structural induction). Ifpfx) is a constant polynomial, then the conclusion 
is cleariy true. If p(x) = x6, we have 
p(x.( T-i 78))=X.(T+T6)6 =X8 =p(X). 
Similarly, if p(x) = x.( T + TS), 
p(X.(T+T6))=X.(T+T~)(T+T8)=X.(T+T6). 
Assume q(X) f y :-x.( T+ ~5)) to consider p(x) = Tq(x). One calculates 
p(X.(T-+- T6)) = Tq(X.(T+ 76)) = Tq(X) ‘p(X). 
Assume pi(X) = pi(X.( 7 + Ta)) for i = 1,2 and consider p(x) = pz(xk+p2{x). The 
calculation is 
~(x.(~+T~))=~~(~(T+T~))+,n~~X.(T+T~))=~,(X)+~,(X)=~(X). 
be a left simple polynomial with RM (p) c P([?). For eveg 
P) G {f’, T+ as}, q(&X)) s P’(X). 
. Consider any q(x) <p(x) with R ( p) c_ (6, T+ 4. Cakulate 
q(pW = qb-w.(~+ ~Sl) by kc a 5.15) 
( p4(x).(y+ TS)) (by Lemma 5.14) 
= q( P”cw (by ke 
5/ \ .L As q( p4(x)) S p( p4(x)) = p- (xl, ~2 resiili k es”lakulkhed. 0 
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Corollary 5.6% If p(x) is a left simple polynomial with RM(pj c_ (6, T+ &}, p6(x) = 
PW 
roof. Let q(x) =p(xj ia? the previous lemma. q 
Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial with RM( p! 5 P(0). For every 
q(x) sp(x), ifr(x+ r(x)) s q(x) for some r(x) s q(x), then q( p’(x)) = up’. 
roof (by structural induction on q(x)). For the basis, consider q(x) = T( x + r(x)) 
with RM( r) c {a,~+ 6). nen 
q( PW = T( P”(X) + 4 PW) = TP5(X) 
by Lemma 5.16. Now suppose q(xj = zs(x) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.18 
and q(x) does not lie in the basis. Then s(x) sarisfies the induction hypothesis. One 
calculates 
q( p5(x)) = 7s( p”(x)) = 77pS(x) = 7p5(x>. 
The final case is that q(x) = q,(x) + q*(x). Without Ioss of generality we may assume 
that q,(x) satisfies the induction hypothesis. There are three cases to consider for 
92(x): 
( 18.1) q*(x) satisfies the induction hypothesis; 
(18.2) RM(q2j c_ (8, c+ 7s); 
(18.3) q,(x) = x + r?(x) with RM( rz) c_ (8, r+ 7s’). 
Case (18.1) is straightforward substitution. Cases ( 18.2)-( 18.3) use Lemma 5.16. 0 
9. Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial with RM(~)E P(0). If r(x+ 
r(x)) s p(x) for some r(x) s p(x), then p”(x) = 7$(x). 
roof. Apply the previous lemma with q(x) =p(:xj. Cl 
Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial such thut RM(p) E P(0). 7Iien 
p’(x) = p”(x). 
oaf. If p(x)=x+r(x) with Rn/a(r& (6, ~+75), we have 
PW =p(pW) = p’(x) + r(pW = p”(x) 
by Lemma 5.18. Otherwise, if 7(x+ r(x))sp(x) for some r(xjsp(x), we have 
p,‘(x) = P( P”(X)) = P(~PSW) -- p(p5(x)) = p”(x). 
Tk remaining case is that x % p(x). Then 7~’ RiM( p). The result follows from 
Lemma 5.12 or Corollary 5.17 depending upon tI,: right multipliers of p(x). 0 
The polynomials 
,(x) = 7(a-kx+x =t=X(T-t- 75))“k TX, 
z(x)== 1-(54-x-9 Y i-J&(T-t-;r;S)j+735, 
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with a E A, give six distinct powers, according to the computer program we wrote 
to check our calculations. The first six powers of p,(x) are listed in [2]. Examples 
corresponding to I emma 5.12 and Corollary 5.17 were also checked by the program. 
Therefore we ave high confidence that the equalities in Lemma 5.12. Corollary 
5.17 and Theorem 5.20 are the best possible. 
ixe oints of no ear ials 
The powers of every nonlinear left simple polynomial fail tc csilverge, as may 
be proved by methods entirely similar to those used in Theorem 6.1, below. Therefore 
the techniques developed so far are of little assistance and our results are correspond- 
ingly weaker. We present necessary conditions for nonlinear polynomials p(x) to 
possess fixed points to the iterative equation x = p(x). For a subclass of the nonlinear 
polynomials we have an existence theorem. 
eorem 6.1. Let p(x) be a nonlinear polJ+.>mial such thatfor some d E P, d = p(d). 
7?ben C(p) c C+ 
roof. We demonstrate the contrapositive. Assume the existence of some c E C(p) 
with c sz C7;fi. Let c^ be any representative of c. There is a nonempty path, p, from 
the root of c^ to a !eaf of t? such that S does not appear as a label and such that the 
length of p is greater than zero, length(p) > 0. i$? be a representative of p(x) in 
which c is represented by c? Let 271 be a path in p^ from the root of p^ to the root of 
an occurrence of c^ in j?. Since p(x) is left simple, all labels along 7rl are a. As p(x) 
is nonlinear, there is a path 7~ from the root of p^ to an occurrence of x such that 
neither x nlr.; 5 :ire labels along 7~. Further, there is a path 7~ in p^ such that nei8her 
x nor S are lab4s a.!nng 7rTTz and (slightly abusing the notation) 7rTT2x7rJ is a path in 
p^ from the root of p^ to an occurrence of x. Observe that for every n 3 1, 
h~lpnd”--’ rip is an initial subpath from the root of the representative of p”(x) 
determined by substitutions using the given representative fi. Now x does not appear 
as a label along this initial subpath, so for each d E P, the set of lengths 
VewWp’W~ I n b 1) is unbounded. 3 
There are two mutually exclusive subcases of the {T, S)-constants to consider: 
C(p) c PS and C(p) n C, # 8. In the first case, a fixed point always exists. 
6.2. Let p(x) be a left simple polynomial with C( p) E PS. There exists 
for which d = p(d). 
Let q(x) be the polynomial obtained fro 
multiilier of p(x) with 7. As C(p)c_ 
n 3 1,. Therefore p*(S) is a fixed point from Theo 
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The remaining case, C(p) n CT Z 8, is quite difficult. We have no substantive 
results to report at this time. 
The majority of the research for both parts of this paper was conducted from 
September I984 to August 1985 during a viutt by J. Tiuryn to the Washington State 
University Computer Science Department. 
The computer program, written in the language C, treated the axioms of Definition 
I.9 as rewrite rules As presented in Definition 1.9, one may view the rewriting as 
occurring from the left of the equal sign to the right, except for commutativity. 
Commutativity of addition was used to impose a canonical ordering. Since the 
program was constantly under revision as our theoretical understanding improved, 
it is conceivable that the program failed to find all simplifications of the expressions 
denoting polynomials, and so the equalities in Lemma 5.12, Corollary 5.17 and 
Theorem 5.20 might not be the best possible. I-Iowever, the program offers strong 
experimental evidence that Lemma 5.12, Corollary 5.17 and Theorem 5.20 cannot 
be improved. We do not intend to try. 
We opine that the theory of polynomials over free process algebras was able to 
be so thoroughly developed in such a short time by the use of this program. The 
powers of example expressions were too lengthy to calculate accurately by hand. 
This study was motivated entirely for reasons of theory. To the extent to which 
process algebras abstract essential features of systems of communicating processes, 
the structure of the available fixed points illuminates aspects of practice. Thus the 
results of Sections 4,5 and 6 hold interest as finite processes are those which actually 
provide answers. 
The results in Section 3 of Part I have practical value through the relationship 
to CCS, which treats the case of tail recursion. The results in later sections are 
related to somewhat more general recursive forms. The (7, S)-semilinear poly- 
nomials, in particular, remain theoretically interesting and may arise in the study 
0F practical communicating syskms. The question of the fixed points to the iteration 
equation for generai (7, S}-semilinear polynomials remains open. 
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